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Secret Clearance, Current To create brand awareness to target audience and 
further define a need for your organization's services to the public using creativity
and critical analysis. Establish harmonious and effective relationships while 
learning new things every day. My purpose is to utilize media/digital platforms and
make sure that each message delivered in a way that is simple and positive.

JULY 2008 – DECEMBER 2008
TREASURY ACCOUNTANT - ABC CORPORATION

 Managed treasury functions for a company that employed more than 100+ 
investment managers; created reports using BNYM and Private I treasury 
software; generated reports to manage capital distributions and management 
fees.

 Tracked cash flow forecasting; prepared and initiated wire transfers; reconciled 
bank accounts Provided treasury services for an endowment fund of $1.7 billion;
the monthly average for transfers and distributions ranged from $2M to $10M 
Created procedures to move investment operations to a new company selected 
to manage the Foundations investments Christopher L.

 Entered gifts into the Customer Relationship Management (CRM) system, 
downloaded to the accounting system (Solomon), and reconciled against cash, 
credit card, and bank receipts.

 Supervised A/P process and approved checks for distribution; created journal 
entries Prepared and initiated wire transfers for general accounts of $20M to 
$40M monthly.

 Reconciled monthly bank, merchant credit card and lockbox accounts.
 Set up and maintained banking and merchant relationships Assisted with 

budget preparation for UCLA Alumni Association.
 Prepared monthly financial statements, variance reports and audit 

documentation.

2003 – 2008
TREASURY ACCOUNTANT - DELTA CORPORATION

 Prepare detailed corporate level bank reconciliations for multiple bank and vault
locations.

 Resolve financial variances by collecting and analyzing GL, bank, and other data
files.

 Prepare multi-accounting company adjusting entries including account 
transactions, incoming/outgoing ACH/Wire transfers, and accruals.

 Provide value-added recommendations to Management.
 Responsible for ensuring that cash, debt, hedging, derivative activities, and 
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other cash transactions are properly supported and recorded in the .
 Oversee management of Letters of Credit, non-benefit payments from pension 

trusts and administrative payments from defined contribution plans.
 Reconcile balances in key cash bank accounts daily to ensure that out-of-

balance conditions are researched and adjusted as necessary Ensure .

EDUCATION

BSBA In Accounting

SKILLS

Management, Auditing, Public Speaking, Instructor, Data Entry, Data Analysis.
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